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ART101SP – Getting Started with the Adoption
Readiness Tool (ART)
Course No.: ART101SP-5402

Category/Sub Category: Digital

For software version(s): 5.40.2
Software version used in the labs:
5.40.2

Course length: Approximately 60 minutes, Self-paced,
online eLearning

Delivery formats: eLearning

Audio: Yes

To order visit: Micro Focus Education

Course Description
This Course covers how a subject matter expert (SME) can quickly use ART to record an
application, add narrations, notes and publish.

Audience/Job Roles
This course is intended for: Subject matter experts on any application, whether it be local or
SaaS based.

Prerequisites/Recommended Skills
SME in your respective discipline

Course Scenario

You are a subject matter expert and have to create learning material to help guide others in
using an application, whether that be an application on a PC or one hosted via SaaS. You will be
using ART to record simulation’s, add notes, stencils and publish this information so others can
access, via a share. You will also provide your Content Development Team with the necessary
files so they can publish your information to an LMS or a website. You have no experience with
ART.
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Course Topics
Lessons

Objectives

Lesson 1 :
Installing ART

Concepts:
Install ART on your PC and add a license.
Demo:
Demonstrate installing ART and adding a license.
Time: 8 minutes

Lesson 2 :
Recording with ART

Concepts:
Record the use of a local application and add voice narration using
ART.
Demo:
Demonstrate recording an application on a PC, and adding voice
narration.
Time: 8 minutes

Lesson 3 :
Editing your ART
Recording

Concepts:
Edit your current recording, and add any necessary information notes.
Demo:
Demonstrate editing your ART recording, and adding information notes.
Time: 8 minutes

Lesson 4 :
Publishing your ART
Recording

Concepts:
Preview and publish your ART recording as simulations and a job aid.
Demo:
Demonstrate how to preview and publish your ART recording as
simulations and a job aid. Also, demo how you can edit your job aids.
Time: 8 minutes

Lesson 5 :
Creating an ART Course

Concepts:
Create an ART course by adding ART stencils, your simulations, and
your job aids.
Demo:
Demonstrate creating an ART course, adding information using ART
stencils with voice narrations, adding your simulations and your job aids.
Time: 10 minutes

Lesson 6:
Publishing your ART
Course

Concepts:
Preview and publish your ART course.
Demo:
Demonstrate how to preview and publish your ART course. What to
send to a share and what to provide to your Content Development Team
so they can use your content to publish to a website or LMS.
Time: 10 minutes
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